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1. INTRODUCTION AND STATEMENT OF THE MAIN RESULT 
Let HE C’-(W”, Iw ), here Cl- denotes the mapping class which is 
locally Lipschitz continuous. Consider the Hamiltonian system 
i E J aH(z), (1.1) 
where t3H is Clarke’s generalized gradient of H, J is the standard symplectic 
2N x 2N matrix (see [ 1,2]). By a solution of (1.1) we mean an absolutely 
continuous function z( . ) satisfying a.e. ( 1.1). 
It is well known that, if HE C’, then any solution z of i = JVH(z) is 
necessarily conservative, i.e., H(z(t)) E constant. If HE C’ -, F. H. Clarke 
[2] proved that any solution of (1.1) is also conservative when H is 
regular. However, if HE Cl- is not regular, then a solution of (1.1) need 
not be conservative. In the present paper, we do not assume the regularity 
for HE C’ -, and we will obtain the conservative solutions of ( 1.1) by using 
a C’-approximation method. The aim of this paper is to extend the result 
of [1] to the case of HeC’-. 
The inner product and the norm in R*“’ are denoted by (., .) and 1.1, 
respectively. For convenience, we allow that a set appears in a single equa- 
tion or inequality, for example, (aH(z), z) = 2 implies that (r, z) = 2 for 
every < in dH(z), (aH(z), z) > @H(z)1 implies that 
(5, z) 2 I?1 for every 5, r~ in aH(z). 
Let Q be the matrix defined by 
8= Q’ 0 
( > 0 Q” 
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where 52’ is a diagonal N x N matrix 
f2’=(: “. zN)t Wi>O (i=1,2,...,N). 
Set r= {z E lRZN 1 (1/2)(Qz, z) < l}, C = H-‘(l), and A = {z E [W*“’ 1 
H(z) < 1 >. 
Our main result is the following: 
THEOREM 1.1. Suppose HE Cl-([WzN, IF!) and satisfies 
(hi) C is radially homeomorphic to the unit sphere in IW2N, 
h) (Wz), z) > 0, vz E C, 
(h,) crTcAcBrfor some O<cr<b. 
Then there is a constant 6 > 0 such that (1.1) possesses at least N distinct 
periodic orbits on .Z provided fi”/~’ < 1 < 6. 
Remark 1.2. Define 
(1.2) 
It is easily seen that p defined by (1.2) is the same as in [i] if HE C’. The 
constant 6 in Theorem 1.1 can be determined by the method used in [ 11. 
2. TRANSFORMATION INTO THE HOMOGENEOUS CASE 
It is well known that if there are two C’-Hamiltonians H, and H2 such 
that H;‘( 1) = H;‘(l)= C and 1 is a regular value of both H, and H2, 
then the Hamiltonian systems i = JVH,(z) and i = JVH,(z) possess the 
same periodic orbits on Z. In general, the similar conclusion is not true in 
the Cl- case. However, in the present section we will show that, as in 
the C’ case, in order to prove Theorem 1.1 we can replace H by R being 
homogeneous. 
From now on we assume that HE C’P(R2N, R) and satisfies the condi- 
tions (h,) and (h,) in Theorem 1.1. 
By (h,) there is an unique positive function r: RZN -+ R satisfying 
r(z) z E C, VZE lR’“\{O}. (2.1) 
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LEMMA 2.1. 
(1) rEC’-(W~\{O}, R), I is positively homogeneous of degree - 1. 
(2) 
r(z) 
adz) E - (aH(r(z) z), z) Wr(z) z), VZE lFP”\{O). (2.2) 
Proof By (h,) and the Cl--implicit function theorem (see [2]), it is 
easy to see that r E C’ -. The homogeneity of r follows from (2.1). To prove 
(2.2) we define f: R*“‘\(O) + R and G: R2N\{O) + R2N by 
f(z)=HMz)z)- 1, G(z) = r(z) z, VzER*N\{O}. 
First let z be a differentiable point of r. Since f r0, for each h E R2N we 
have 
O=f’(z)h= lim 
H(r(z + Ih)(z + Ah)) - H(r(z) z) 
1-O A 
By the Cl--mean value theorem (see [2]) and the upper semicontinuity of 
aH it follows that there is a t,, E aH(r(z) z) such that 
0 =f’(z) h = (ch, G’(z) h). 
By’Proposition 7.1 of [3] and the convexity of cYH(r(z)z) it follows that 
there is a r E ah(r(z) z) such that 
(5, G’(z) h) = 0, Vh E R*“. 
This implies that 
(t, (r’(z) h) z + r(z) h) = ((5, z) r’(z) + r(z) t, h) = 0, Vh E R2N. 
Hence for each differentiable point z of r we have 
r’(z) = - (<, z) Y(Z)+ (aH(::::z), Z) wr(z)z)- (2.3) 
Now (2.2) follows from (2.3) and the fact that 
&(z) = co{ 5 = lim r’(z,) 1 z, + z, r is differentiable at z,}. (2.4) 
THEOREM 2.2. Define I% RZN + R by 
2 
R(0) = 0, ITj(z)= -&j ( > VZE R’“\(0). 
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Then 
(1) AEC’-([W*~, aB), R-‘(l)=E=H-‘(1), I? is positively homo- 
geneous of degree 2. 
(2) an is positively homogeneous of degree 1, &r&O) = {0}, and 
2R(z) 
(3) (aiqz) z) = 2iqz), vz E RZN. (2.6) 
(4) The distinct periodic orbits of i = J an(z) on C correspond to the 
distinct periodic orbits of (1.1) on C. 
ProoJ The assertions (1) and (2) follow from the definition of R and 
Lemma 2.1. Since R is positively homogeneous of degree 2, for any dif- 
ferentiable point z of R, we have (V&z), z) = 2R(z). From this and (2.4), 
we can see that (2.6) holds. To prove (4) now let z( .) be a T-periodic solu- 
tion of i E J aB(z) on C. Then there is a bounded measurable selection <( .) 
for aR(z( .)), such that i = J<(t) for almost all t. By (2.5), we can find a 
bounded measurable positive function A( .) and a bounded measurable 
selection r~( .) for aH(z( .)), such that t(t) = l(t) .q(t). Set 
z(t) = s,’ l(s) ds for O<t<T. 
By t( .) denote the inverse function of r( .) and set 
s 
T 
a(z) = z(t(z)) for O<t<P= A(s) ds. 
0 
Then it is easy to verify that w( . ) is a T-periodic solution of (1.1) on C. 
The proof is complete. 
By Theorem 2.2, to prove Theorem 1.1, it suffices to prove that the 
conclusion of Theorem 1.1 is true for I% 
Remark. Let p be as in Remark 1.2, then (aH(z), z) 2 pIH( for all 
z E C. By (2.5), 
2 
am = (aH(z), z) am for ZEC. 
It follows that 
Iafj(z)l <1= (aw(z)v z, VZEZ. 
P P ’ 
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Therefore we have 
(am), z) 2 mwl, VZEC. (2.7) 
Such a property of p, demonstrated by (2.7), is just one used in [ 11. 
3. SMOOTH APPROXIMATION TO LIPSCHITZIAN FUNCTIONS 
First we give an approximation theorem for C’- functions, which is also 
useful in other contexts. 
THEOREM 3.1. Suppose that fe Cl-(RN, R) and U is an open bounded 
subset of RN. Then, gioen any E > 0, there is a g E Cm( RN, R) satisfying 
(1) Ig(x)-f(x)1 de, VXE 0. 
(2) For each XE D there are YE 0 and tEdf(y), such that Ix-y1 GE 
and IVg(x) - 51 G E. 
Proof Choose a cp E Cm(lRN, R) such that 
cp(z)>Q q(z) = 0 if IzI > 1, IRN q(z) dz = 1. 
For each 6>0 define fa: RN-A! by 
fs(x) = jRN cp(z)f (x - 6~) dz, VXE RN. (3-l) 
It is well known that f6 E C”(RN, R) and f6 converges uniformly to f on 0 
as 6 + 0. Hence, given any E > 0, there is 6i > 0 such that for all 6 < 6, 
I fAx) -f (x)1 G 87 VXE D. 
By Theorems 2.7.2 and 2.3.10 of [2] we have 
Vfs(x) E jRN q(z) af (x - dz) dz, 
that is, for each fixed x there is a measurable selection 5, for af(x- 6~) 
such that 
Vfa(x) = JRN v(z) L dz = j,=, < 1 v(z) L dz. (3.2) 
505/98/l-7 
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By the upper semicontinuity of af, for each x E 0 there is an rX E (0, E) such 
that @(N(x, r,)) c N(@(x), E), where N(x, r,) and N(af(x), E) are the 
r,-neighborhood of x and the s-neighborhood of @(x), respectively. Then 
% = {N(x, r,) ) x E O} is an open covering of 0. By the compactness of 0 
there is a positive constant L, the Lebesgue number of 4!, such that for 
each x E D, N(x, L) is contained in at least one member of @. We claim 
that g =f6 with 0 < 6 < min {L, S,} satisfies the conditions (1) and (2). To 
see this, it suffices to verify that g =f6 satisfies (2). Given any x E D, there 
is a YE D such that N(x, 6) c N(y, r,,) E % since 6 d L. It follows that 
Jx -yl < rY < E and af(N(x, 6)) c @(N(JJ, rY)) c N(af(y), E). Let r, be the 
selection for aJ(x - 62) satisfying (3.2). Noting that 5, E 8J(x - 6~) c 
NV(y), E) for lzl < 1, from j ,=, G i q(z) dz = 1 and the convexity of 
N(Q(y), E) it follows that 
Vfdx)= j, (~1 cp(z) 5, dz E N@-(Y), 6). 
z. 
Thus g =fs satisfies (2) and the proof is complete. 
In what follows, a Cl-function g satisfying the conditions (1) and (2) in 
Theorem 3.1 will be called an s-admissible approximation for f on 5i. 
Now let RE Cl-(R 2N,lR)beasinSection2.SetM=sup{~z~ Iz~Z}and 
B M+l= {zE[W*~ I IzldM+l}. Take a positive sequence s,+O. For each 
n, let H,, E Cm(RZN, R) be an &,-admissible approximation for A on BM+ 1 
and let E,=H;‘(l). 
THEOREM 3.2. For n sufficiently large, we have 
(1) Cn=Bw+lv Z, is radially diffeomorphic to the unit sphere in RZN. 
(2) There are positive sequences c, -P 0 and d,, + 0 such that 
b-r(z)4 Gc,, l(VH,(z),z)-221 <dd,,VzcE,. 
Theorem 3.2 follows easily from the assumptions for p and H,. The 
proof is omitted here. 
By Theorem 3.2, for each n sufficiently large, there is a unique positive 
function r,: R2N\(O} + R such that r,,(z) z E C, for all z E W’“\(O). For 
such n define R,: lRZN -+ R by 
RJO) = 0, 1 * ITJz)= - ( > Y&J if z # 0. 
THEOREM 3.3. For n sufficiently large, we have 
(1) R~EC2-(RZN, R), i.e., VR~EC1-(R2N, R’“J, Rn is positively 
homogeneous of degree 2, fE; ’ (1) = Hi ‘( 1) = .?l,, Vir, is positively homo- 
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geneous of degree 1, (VRn(z), z) = 2RJ.z), in particular, (VII,(z), z) = 2 for 
all zEC,. 
(2) There is a positive sequence e, --f 0 such that 
IVR,(z) -VH&)l G e,, VZE‘Z,. 
Proof. The assertion (1) is obvious. Let us prove (2). Since 
8;‘(1)=H;‘(l)=C,, for any ZEZ~ there is a A,(z)>0 such that 
VR,(z) = A,(z) VH,(z). 
Consequently 
2 = (VI?,(z), z) = A,(z)(VH,(z), z). 
The assertion (2) follows now from Theorem 3.2. 
For convenience, without loss of generality, we will assume that 
Theorems 3.2 and 3.3 are valid for all n. 
THEOREM 3.4. There is a positive sequence E, + 0 such that, for each n, 
(1) II?,(x)-R(x)1 <E,Ix(2, VXElR2Y 
(2) For each x E R2N, there are y E R2N and t E i3R(y) such that 
Ix -y( < E;,lxl and IVEj,(x) - 51 < E,lxl. 
Proof. By the definition of I?,,, In,(x) - B(x)] = JH,(x) - R(x)1 GE, 
for all x E Z,. By the compactness of Z, and the homogeneity of R,, and 
i!& there is a positive sequence EL + 0 such that @,(x) - B(x)1 <EL for all 
xES={xE:WNI 1x1=1}. 
By Theorem 3.3 and the definition of H,, it is easy to see that there is 
a positive sequence a, -+ 0 such that for each n and each x E Z:, , there are 
YEWN and 5 E #(y) such that Ix - yl <a, and IVR,(x) - 51 <a,. By the 
compactness of Z, and the homogeneity of VI?,, and aR, it follows 
that there is a positive sequence b, + 0 such that for each n and each 
XES, there are ycIWZN and gEaETi(y) such that Ix-yl<b, and 
(VRJx)- 51 <b,. Set E,, = max{.$, b,}. Then Efi + 0. By the homogeneity 
of R,,, R, VR,, and an, it is easy to see that for each n, E,, satisfies the 
conditions (1) and (2) in Theorem 3.4. The proof is complete. 
THEOREM 3.5. There are positive constants a, b, ii, 6, such that 
(1) a1x1*~~(x)~b~x1*,alx12~li,(x)~b~x~*, VXER*~,V~. 
(2) iilxl< ian(x)i 661x1, alxl < IVR,(x)l G 61x1, VX E LR*~, Vn. 
Proof: We prove only part (2) since the proof of (1) is similar and 
simpler. 
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Taking 6 E (0, l), then we can find positie constants aI and F1 such that 
Since E,, + 0, without loss of generality we may assume that E, < 6 and 
E;, < 5, for all n. Set E* = max{E,), a = ti, -E*, and b= 6, + E*. Then from 
Theorem 3.4, it follows that 
a < IVR”(X)l < 6 for 1x1 = 1 and all n. 
Therefore ti and b satisfy condition (2) by the homogeneity of M and VII,,. 
4. VARIATIONAL METHOD 
Let R and Rn be as in Section 3. For convenience, from now on R and 
R,, are denoted by H and H,,, respectively, and E, in Theorem 3.4 is 
denoted by E,. 
We will consider together the Hamiltonian systems 
i E J JH(z) 
and 
ieJVH,(z) (n = 1, 2, . ..). 
(4.1) 
(4.1 )?I 
Let S’ = {eie I 0~ [0,2rr]} = R/27rZ (see Cl]). Denote L, = L,(S,, IRON) 
with inner product 
and norm IxJL2 = (x, x)r’*. Define Jn,f: L, + R by 
~n(x)=&j;H,(x(t))dt, Vx~L*,n=l,2,..., 
f(x) =& c^ H(x(t)) dt, QXE L,. 
ThenTn:, C*-(L2, W) and 
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By Theorem 2.7.5 of [2], 7~ Cl-(&, W), 7 is uniformly Lipschitzian on 
bounded subsets of Lz, and 
qT(x) hck 12= (afwt)), h(t)) & ‘lx,h~L~. 
0 
Tn and fare positively homogeneous of degree 2. By Theorem 3.5 
4xlt2d(x)~blxlt,, alxl~,<~n(X)~blXl~,, VxELz,Vn. 
By Theorem 3.4, 
I7”W -m G hIIX12L2~ VxEL2, n= 1,2, . . . . 
Let d: L:+ L, be the standard isomorphism. For each n, define 
iV = ;iyL, i.e., 
(fin(x), h) =2(x, h = & lZn (V~n(x(t)), h(t)) df, Vx, hEL,. 
0 
Define a set-valued mapping #: L2 + 2L2 by 
m=ww,= {C I a.1 is a measurable selection for aH(x( .))}, 
i.e., 
(h4, h) =& j’” (afG(f)), h(t)) 4 Vx, h E L,. 
0 
Then it is easy to see that fi is a bounded set-valued mapping with convex 
and weakly compact values, and m is strongly weakly upper semicon- 
tinuous, i.e., fi is U.S.C. from the strong topology to the weak topology. 
N,, and fl are positively homogeneous of degree 1, (fin(x), x) = 2JJx), 
(m(x), x) = 27(x). By Theorem 3.5 
4XlL$ Iml.,~&4.,~ ~IXIL,~ I~n(x)lL2~mL2’ VxE L,, Vn. 
This implies that {fin(x)} is uniformly bounded on bounded subsets of L,. 
LEMMA 4.1. For each n, define a set-value mapping r,: RZN + 2R2Nx R2N 
by 
~“(x)={(Y,5)E~2NX~2NI Ix-Yl~~,I.4,5~~~(Y), 
IVffn(x) - 51 G d4 1. 
Then r,, is upper semicontinuous with nonempty compact values. 
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Proof: By Theorem 3.4, T,(x) #d for each n and all XE RzN. The 
conclusion of Lemma 4.1 follows easily from the fact that 8H is U.S.C. with 
compact values. 
THEOREM 4.2. For each n and each x E Lz, there are y E Lz and r E fi( y) 
such that Ix--YI~~~~,,IxI~~ and Ifin(~)-~lLz<~,lxlL2. 
ProoJ Given n and x E Lz, then from Lemma 4.1 we know that 
T,(x( .)) has a measurable selection (y( .), c( .)) (see, e.g., [4]). Since 
Ix(t) - y(t)/ < .z,lx(t)l for t E [0,2n], it follows that y E L, and Ix - ylLz < 
E”14L2. By the definition of fi, 5 ER(~). By the definition of r,, 
IVH,(x(t)) - t(t)1 < &,/x(t)1 for t E [0,27r], which implies that 
I~,(x)-5l~,~&,Ix(t)lL,. 
THEOREM 4.3. Suppose {x,,} c L, and x, 5x as n + co. Then there are 
a subsequence (x,,~} of (xn} and a 5 E m(x) such that fl,Jx,,) -$-+c (here, 
7 denotes the weak convergence). 
Proof By Theorem 4.2, for each n, there are y,~ L, and 5, E fi(y,) 
such that Ix~-Y~I&GM~~ and I~~(x,)-~~I~~~E~Ix~I~~. Since &kJ
is bounded and E, + 0, it follows that yn 2x and Ifi,, - rnlLZ -+ 0. 
By the boundedness of m, { [[,,I L2} is bounded and therefore {r,} has a 
weakly convergent subsequence <,, --${. Thus m,Jx,,)+<. By the 
strongly weakly upper semicontinuity of E, 5 E m(x). The proof is complete. 
Now let E= H1’*(S1, RZN) ( see Cl]). The inner product and the norm 
in E are denoted by ( ., . ) and 11. I(, respectively. Let i: E + L, be the 
embedding, i*: Lfj+ E * the adjoint of i, and A: E * + E the standard 
isomorphism. Define 
f, =L i, f=J, N, = Ai*A-‘w,i, N= Ai*;l”-‘fli. 
Then 
f”(x)=~j;*HJx(t))dt, Vx~E,n=l,2 ,..., 
f(x) =& s,z= W4t)) 4 VXEE, 
(N,(x), h > = & jzn (VHMt)), h(t )4 Vx, h E E, n = 1, 2, . ..., 
0 
(N(x), h > = & j-‘” (Wx(t)), h(t)) dt, Qx, h E E. 
0 
From the above results and the compactness of i we obtain the following 
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THEOREM 4.4. (1) f,,f E + IR are positively homogeneous of degree 2 
and weakly continuous, f,, E C2-, f E Cl-, and 
K(x) -f(x)1 G 5zIxI tp QxEE. 
(2) N,: E + E is positively homogeneous of degree 1 and weakly 
strongly continuous, (N,,(x), x) = 2f,(x) for all x E E. 
(3) N: E + 2E is positively homogeneous of degree 1 and weakly 
strongly upper semicontinuous with convex compact values, (N(x), x) = 
2f (x) for all x E E. 
(4) For any sequence {xn} c E with x, 7x (in E), there are a 
subsequence {xnk} of {x, > and a 5 E N(x) such that N,Jx,~) + l (in E). 
(5) aIxl~,bf(x)~b~xl~,,aIxl~,bf~(x)~b~xl~~,Qx~E,Qn. 
IIN,z(x)ll G bIL2 G ~ll-4~ lIN(x)ll ~~lxl.,~6llxll, QxEE, Qn. 
Now let I: E -+ R be the natural extension of the quadratic form 
I: P(S’, RZN) --) R defined by 
z(z) = & j’” (p(t), 4(t)) dt for z = (p, q) E C”(S’, R2N) 
0 
on E (see [l, 51). Then Z(z)=(1/2)(Lz,z) where L=VI: E-+E is a 
bounded selfadjoint operator. Let E= E+ 0 E- OE” where E+, E-, and 
Z?-’ are the positive, negative, and null eigenspaces of L, respectively. 
Denote 
G,={xWfn(x)=l}, n = 1, 2, . . . . 
G={xEEIf(x)=l}. 
By Theorem 4.4(5), 
VxcGUG,. (4.2) 
n 
By the homogeneity off, and f, G, and G are all radially homeomorphic 
to the unit sphere in E. For each n, let P,: G, + G be the radial projection. 
THEOREM 4.5. For each n, 
(1) I IIx,l12/llP,Wl12- 1 I Gda, vx,~G,. 
(2) I%) - W’,(x,))l G (~,/aMP,(x,))l~ vxg G,. 
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Proof. Let X,E G,. Writing x= P,(x,) and A = I\x,\\/\\P,(x,)\\, then 
x, = Ax. From 
0 =fn(xn) -f(x) =fnkJ -f(xJ +fe4 -f(x) 
we obtain 
Noting that 
If(xJ -S(x)1 = Ifnk) -f‘(-m 
and 
u-(x,) -f(x)1 = If -f(x)1 = IA2 - 1 I f(x) = IA2 - 1 I 
Ifn(x,) -j-WI ,< ~“IX,I 2, G :, 
it follows that iA2 - 1 I < &,,/a and therefore (1) holds. Moreover IZ(x,) - 
Z(P,(x,))( = IZ(Ax) - Z(x)/ = IA2 - l( (Z(x)1 <E,/a(Z(P,(x,))l. So (2) holds 
and the proof is complete. 
It is well known that V(Z 1 G,), the gradient of the restriction functional 
Z I G,, is defined by 
W I G,)(x) = Lx - (Lx, N,(x)) N,(x), ,,N,~x~l12 VXEG,. 
Similarly we set 
WI G)(x) = Lx- ,,N~x~l12 
(Lx, N(x)) N(x) 
3 VXEG. 
THEOREM 4.6. For any sequence {nj} of positive integers with nj --) CC 
and sequence {x,} c E with x,,,E G, such that {Z(x,)} is bounded and 
V(Z ( G,)(x,) + 0, there is a subsequence {x”,~> of {x,} such that 
x,,, -+ x E G and 0 E 6(Z ( G)(x). 
ProoJ For simplicity, below we write nj by n. 
Let x, =xn+ +x; +x8 where x,’ E E+, x; E E-, xf~ E”. By (4.2), 
( Ix,) L2} is bounded and therefore (xz} has a convergent subsequence since 
dimE’< cc. By the boundedness of (1(x,)}, 
--co + Cl lb,+ IIG Ilx, II G c2 IIx,‘ll + co. 
(Here and below all ci are positive constants.} Set 
z, = WI G&J = Lx, - M’n(x,h (4.3) 
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where il, = (Lx,, N,(x,))/~~N,,(xJ~*. Then z, + 0 by our assumption. 
Multiplying (4.3) by x, and using (N,,(x,), x,) =2f,,(x,)=2 we obtain 
Hence 
CZ”, %I> = <Lx,, X”) -21,. 
Multiplying (4.3) by x,‘, we obtain 
41~,+112~ (LX,+? x,‘>G lIZnIl IIx,‘ll+ I~,1 Im%NL* IX,‘IL*. 
From the boundedness of (@,(x,&l L2) and (4.4) it follows that 
c5 Ilx,’ 11 * G c6 + C,llXnll* 
Similarly we have also 
c,Ilx, II2 d c9 + C1OIl~“ll. 
Hence 
11-%112 < Cl1 + c12ll%lll, 
which implies that { llxnll } is bounded. Without loss of generality we may 
assume x,,-x. By Theorem 4.4 there are a subsequence (xnr> of (xn) 
and a 5 E N(x) such that N,,k(x,k) + 5. From this and Lx,,? Lx it 
follows that 
2 “~_*n=(Lx,5>E(Lx,N(x)) 
115112 IIW)ll* ’ 
Thus, using (4.3) and znk + 0, we obtain Lx,, + Lx. It follows that x,+x 
and Lx-At=O. Since f(x)=limf,,(x,,)= 1 we see that XEG and 
0 E 6(Z ) G)(x). The proof is complete. 
THEOREM 4.7. Suppose that xnk E G,,, xnk + x as nk + 00, and 
VU I G&n,) + 0. 
Then x E H’( S’, RzN), x( *) is absolutely continuous, x(t) E C for t E [0,2n], 
and 
k(t) E AJaH(x(t)) a.e., (4.5) 
where 1= Z(x) = lim Z(x,,). 
505/98/l-8 
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ProoJ: By Theorem 4.6, x E G and 0 E 6(Z 1 G)(x), i.e., 
Lx E kv( x). (4.6) 
Multiplying (4.6) by x and using (N(x), x)) = 2, we obtain that 
A = (l/2)( Lx, x) = Z(x) = lim Z(x,,). By the standard regularity arguments 
(see, e.g., [S]), from (4.6) it follows that x E H’(S’, iRZN), x( .) is absolutely 
continuous and satisties (4.5). 
It remains to prove that x(t) E C for t E [0,27r]. When 1= 0 this asser- 
tion is obvious. Now assume A #O. From x,+x and V(Z I G,)(x,) = 
Lx, - &N,(x) + 0, we obtain 
z, P Lx-IN,(x) -+o as n-,03, 
in particular 
<~,,h)=~~~=(-am-lVH,(x(r)),h(r))dt-tO, 
0 
Vh E C’o(S’, R2N). (4.7) 
Setting w,(t) = -&(t) -AVH,(x(t)), then W,E L2 and (lo,,lL,> is 
bounded.. From this and (4.7) it follows that w, --$O. Hence, for any 
s E [O, 271-j 
s 
’ (o,(t), i(t)) dr -, 0 as n+co (4.8) 
0 
since CD, -$+O and 1 E L,. Noting that 
bz(~)~ i(t)) = (--WC) - nVH,(x(r)), i(t)) = -A(VH,(x(t)), i(t)), 
then (4.8) implies that for any SE [0, 2711 
I ’ (VH,(x(t)), n(r)) dt -+ 0 as n+oo. 0 (4.9) 
Thus, for any s E [0,2x] and n -+ co 
H,(x(s)) - ZZ,(x(O)) = f; -$ H,(x(t)) dr = js (VZZ,(x(t)), a(t)) dt -+ 0. 
0 
From this and using the fact that ZZ,,(x(s)) + ZZ(x(s)) as n + co, it follows 
that 
zz(x(s)) = H(x(0)) = c, vs E [O, 2?t]. 
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Since x E G, by the definition of G, we have 
ZZ(x( t)) dt = c. 
Hence x(t) E 2 for t E [0,2n] and the proof is complete. 
THEOREM 4.8. Zf x( .) is a 2n-periodic solution of (4.5) on C and 
A= I(x) > 0, then z( . ) defined by z(t) = x( t/A.) is a 2nlZ-periodic solution of 
(4.1) on C. 
Proof: This is an immediate consequence of the homogeneity of aH. 
The results of this section show that we can obtain the conservative 
solutions of (4.5) from the “almost” critical points of I I G, by using the 
approximation method. In other words, we can obtain the conservative 
solutions of tghe CIP-Hamiltonian system (4.1) from the “almost” solu- 
tions of the Cl-Hamiltonian systems (4.1),. 
5. INDEX THEORY 
The aim of this section is to give a special multiplicity theorem (see 
Theorem 5.5 below) which is useful in the proof of Theorem 1.1. 
We continue to use the notations of Section 4. 
It is well known that there is a natural $-action on E (see [ 11). Define 
@ = {A c E 1 A n E” = 4, A is closed and S’-invariant }, 
9 = {A c E\(O) 1 A is closed and S’-invariant}. 
Lety(~):@+ZVu{+co}andy,(~~E+):9+Nu(+co}betheS’-index 
and the relative S’-index, respectively (see [ 1 I). Let P be the radial projec- 
tion from E\(O) on the unit sphere in E. For any n and k being positive 
integers, define 
r,(G,) = {BE 9 I B c G,, yr(PB) 2 k}, 
T,(G)= {BEF I BcG,y,(PB)>,k}, 
c k,n = inf SUP Z(u), 
B~rdGn) ,,SB 
ck = Bf;;G) sup Z(u). 
USB 
Note that BE T,(G,) if and only if P, BE T,(G) since G, and G are all 
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radially homeomorphic to the unit sphere in E. From Theorem 4.5 we 
know that 
hm Ck,n = ck, k = 1, 2, . . . . (5.1) n-cc 
Using the same arguments as in [l], we obtain 
o<c,<c,< .‘.. (5.2) 
DEFINITION 5.1. For any real number c define KC = {x E G 1 Z(x) = c, 
~x,,E G, such that x,, --+x and V(Z 1 G,)(x,) -+ 01. 
LEMMA 5.2. Zf KC # 4 for some c, then KC is compact. 
Proof: This is an immediate consequence of Definition 5.1 and 
Theorem 4.6. 
LEMMA 5.3. Given any open neighborhood U of KC, there are positive 
constants S, E, and n, such that for all n 2 n, 
IIVZ I G&)ll 2 4 VXE(ZI G,)-‘(Cc-~,c+s])\U. 
ProoJ: We argue by contradiction. Suppose that there is a sequence 
{x,} such that x, E G,, x,,. 4 U, Zk,) -+ c, and VU I G,,,)(x,) -+ 0. BY 
Theorem 4.6, {x,) has a subsequence which converges to a limit 
x E KC c U. This, however, contradicts x,, 4 U. The proof is complete. 
Via Lemma 5.3, using the same method as is used in [ 11, we can obtain 
the following: 
LEMMA 5.4. Given any S’-invariant neighborhood U of KC, there are 
positive constants E < E and n, such that for each n >nn, there is an 
S’-equivariant continuous mapping qn: E + E satisfying the following 
conditions: 
(1) AErk(Gn)jrl,*(A)ETk(G,). 
(2) q,(x)=x, ‘i’x~(Z( G,)-‘((-co, c-E]u [c+E, +m)). 
(3) v,((ZI GJ-‘((-a, c+~l)\U)cUl G,)-‘((-=), C--E]). 
THEOREM 5.5. (1) KC, # 4 for each k = 1, 2, . . . . 
(2) Zf for some k and p 
Ck = c k+l= -.* =Cktp-l=C, 
then y(K) 2 P. 
(5.3) 
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Proof. From [ 1 ] we know that KCt n # 4 for all k and n. Therefore 
the assertion (1) in Lemma 5.4 follows from (5.1), Definition 5.1, and 
Theorem 4.6. Now assume that (5.3) holds. By the compactness of KC, 
there is an S’-invariant neighborhood U of KC such that y( 0) = y(KC). 
Applying Lemma 5.4 to this U, we can find the positive constants E < E and 
n, as mentioned in Lemma 5.3. Since c~,~ -+ ck as n + cc, we can take a 
large n $ n, such that 
Ic k+i,n- Cl <E, i=o, 1,2 )...) p-l. 
Let ye,, be the S’-equivariant mapping as mentioned in Lemma 5.3. By the 
definition of c~+~- i we may choose some A E rk +P- I (G,) such that 
sup I(A) < c + E. Then q,(A\O) c (I 1 G,)-‘(( - co, c-E]). It follows that 
y,(q,(A\O)) < k and therefore y,(m) <k. Using the fact that y,(A\O) > 
y,(A) - y( 0) we obtain 
Y(0)~Y,(A)--y,(A\8)>k+p- 1 -k=p- 1. 
Thus y(K,) >p and the proof is complete. 
Define A”: L, -+ L, by a(x)(t) = Q(x(t)) for XE L, where Q is the matrix 
mentioned in Section 1. Define A: E -+ E as A = Ai*J--‘ai. Let 
be the sequence of eigenvalues of Lz = ,uAz (see [ 11). Then, using the same 
method as is used in [l], we can prove the following 
THEOREM 5.6. Zf H satisfies also the condition (h,) in Theorem 1.1, then 
a2/‘k < ck < fl’pk, k = 1, 2, . . . . 
6. ESTIMATES FOR THE MINIMAL PERIOD 
In this section we derive the lower bounds for the period of solutions of 
some differential inclusions, which extends some results of [ 11. 
For T> 0 denote ST= R/TZ (see [ 11). The inner product in 
L2 = L,(O, T; W) is defined by 
(x, Y)L~ =$jo: (x(t), y(t)) dt. 
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THEOREM 6.1. Let’F: Rp + 2”’ be a set-valued mapping and A: Rp -+ Rp 
a linear operator. Suppose that 
(t, AZ) 2 ItI*, vz E RP, ‘dt E F(z). (6.1) 
IfXEH’&, W) is a solution of x E F(x), then 
Tl$(A-A*)l >21r. (6.2) 
Proof: From 
j’ (A*x(t), x(t)) dt = j’ (x(t), Ax(t)) dt = - jO’ (x(t), Ax(t)) dt 
0 0 
we have (a, (A -A*) x)~* = 2(x, Ax)~*. Assume i(t) = t(t) E F(x(t)). Then 
using (6.1), have 
By Lemma 4.1 of [l], 
WI,, I(A-A*)il,,>2nI(x, (A-A*)f),,l. 
Hence 
WIL, IA-A*1 I.%,247M~z, 
and therefore (6.2) holds. 
THEOREM 6.2. Suppose that HE C1-(R2N, IR) and satisfies 
(Mx), x) 2 Y IWx)l*, VXE R2N, (6.3) 
where y is some positive constant. Zf x is a nontrivial T-periodic solution of 
f E J aH(x), then 
T> 271~. (6.4) 
Proof Theorem 6.2 is obtained by applying Theorem 6.1 with F = J aH 
and A = J/y. 
THEOREM 6.3. Suppose that HE C’-(RzN, W), H(z) > 0 for all z # 0, and 
H is positively homogeneous of degree 2. Zf 
(aH(z), z) 2 PIWZ)I, VzeC= H-‘(l), (6.5) 
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where p is some positive constant, then, for any nontrivial T-periodic solution 
of i E J aH(z), holds 
T> xp’. (6.6) 
Proof. Form the homogeneity of H we know that 
(am), z) = 2, VZEZ 
(see Theorem 2.2). From (6.5) it follows that 
1 2 f PH(z)l, VZEC. 
Noting that aH is positively homogeneous of degree 1, we have 
2 
(a&), z) > E laH(z)12, 2 vz E R2N. 
Thus (6.3) is satisfied with y = (l/2) p2 and therefore (6.6) holds by 
applying Theorem 6.2. 
7. COMMENTS 
Now the proof of Theorem 1.1 is the same as the proof of the corre- 
sponding theorem of [l] because of the results obtained in Sections 2-6, 
hence we omit it and send the reader to [l, Sect. 5.31. 
In addition, the comments of [ 1, Sect. 71 are also suitable for the 
problem considered by us now. For example, for 1 <p < N we can define 
the constants 6, with 
such that (1.1) possesses at least p distinct periodic orbits on E if 
1 < fi’/ol’ < 1 + 6,. In particular, since 6r = + co, we obtain the following 
existence result which extends a result of [S] or [6]. 
THEOREM 7.1. Suppose that HE C1-(R2N, R) and satisfies the conditions 
(hi) and (h2) in Theorem 1.1. Then (1.1) possesses a periodic orbit on C. 
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